A complex, and apparently stochastic, character frequently can be seen to occur in the solutions to simple Hamiltonian problems. Such behavior is of interest, and potentially of importance, to designers of particle acceler ators -as well as to workers in other fields of physi v s and related disci plines. Even a slow development of disorder in the moi in of particles in a circular accelerator or storage ring could be troublesome, because a practi cal design requires the beam particles to remain confined n an orderly manner within a narrow beam tube for literally tens of billions of revolutions. The material I shall present is primarily the result of computer calculations I and others have made to investigate the occurrence of "stocha-ticity," and is organized in a manner similar to that adopted for presentation at a 1974 accel erator conference.
In practice, however, the radio-frequency fields in fact are provided by localized cavities, so that the travelling-wave description constitutes an idealization and the motion is more appropriately represented by difference equations: Vl = y n • K s1mrx n (3a)
Vl =x n + V Vl' < 3b > with y measuring energy at the entrance to the n cavity. These transfor mation equations are readily shown to be area preserving [3(x + , ,y + ,)/ 3 (x ,y ) = 1] --the motion in fact could be described through use of a
Hamiltonian function, but one that would contain a periodic 6-function of the independent variable as a factor multiplying the term -cos irx. There If the cavity voltage is increased eight-fold (so K/TT = 0.8), the bucket areas are expected to become larger, and we indeed find this to be the case ( Fig. 3) , with an accompanying very marked increase of complexity that is immediately apparent in the phase plot. Of particular interest is the evident diffuse character of phase trajectories generated by points launched close to the first-order unstable fixed points situated at X = ±1, since the bucket boundary in consequence no longer appears clearly defined.
In the first example (K/ir = 0.1), on the other hand, where the bucket width is some two and one-half times smaller in relation to the bucket separation, the presence of structure in the separatrix can be revealed com putationally only with considerable care.
To do this, one can extend from the unstable fixed points the eigenvector directions of the transformation linearized about these fixed points, and examine whether such curves intersect . -6smoothly. One finds in fact that they do not quite do so, but generate loops (of a nature to be illustrated later) that in this instance (K/TT = 0.1) have a very small area that amounts to only about 1/(5 x 10 ) of the area of the bucket itself.
Another example of a "time-dependent" non-linear problem in the phase plane arose in connection with the development of spiral-sector fixed-field accelerators (as have now evolved into very effective cycicVons for physical research). The equations for particle motion in these devices again required a time-dependent Hamiltonian and were distinctly non-linear. The limitations of computer performance at that time (1956) understandably motivated us to study the behavior of simple algebraic transformations that at least would duplicate approximately the short-term particle motion. Such an areapreserving transformation is
where the ± signs refer to the forward or inverse transformation, respec tively, and A represents the cosine of the phase advance per iteration for solutions to the linearized (small-amp 1 itude) transformations. The constant A normally would be taken to have an absolute value less than unity and, to avoid a one-third resonance when the quadratic terms are present, one also should avoid the value A = -1/2 (for which cos" A = 2ir/3).
The region of interest to tlw accelerator designer at that time is that contained within the roughly triangular area indicated on Fig. 4 Ref. 12 ] that I could establish that the trajectories extending from the fixed points F,, Fg, F, do not intersect smoothly and hence give rise to (rather modest) regions of erratic behavior similar to those seen in phase diagrams for the earlier example. Outside th° area F,, F-, F, indicated in Fig. 4 , however, Additional tests (to be mentioned below) may be required to determine the degree of disorder associated with the movement of phase points in such stochastic regions. We may first note, however, that the existence of nested First-order fixed points appear at (0,0) and at (1, 1) . For T = 0, this transformation, when linearized about the unstable fixed point at (1, 1) , can be represented by the matrix , » , with eigenvalues and eigenvector slopes X = 2 ± /3, dy/dx = \.
A line segment extending downward from the fixed point (1,1) is area-preserving, the associated loops clearly must become increasingly elongated as they become increasingly narrow from repeated applications of the forward transformation. The evolution of such loops clearly will become quite intricate (Fig. 11 ), but the loops apparently need not permeate the entire -14 -"interior". Portions of an inward loop can, in fact, enter, on a later iteration, into the interior of an outward-lying loop, as indicated on Fig. 11 .
A wealth of island structure, of course, can develop tnroughout the area of such phase diagrams.
X-
XBL 744-679 Fig. 11 -A partial extension of the curves shown on Fig. 10 . -18which stochastic behavior will set in and may act to carry a phase point to unacceptably large amplitudes. As noted earlier, stochastic behavior appears to be associated with overlapping resonances, " and tiris concept 2c 19 has served as the basis for some analytic estimates of stochasticity limits. 20 It has been noted by Ren6 deVogelaere and confirmed in subsequent computations that for a particular class of fixed-point families --say those with rotation of the form m/(4ro+l) --there is a closely linear relationship between the order of the resonance (4m+l) and £n|l -I Trace| through many decades ("Trace" denoting the trace of the tangential-mapping or differential matrix associated with the 4m+l iterations required to map a given fixed point onto itself). Such regularities, and others relating to the apparent size of the stable areas about high-order fixed points (e.g_., as estimated from the intersection angle of eigenvector";), have been considered useful indicators of the change in character 21 10 22 of a mapping ac certain amplitudes. ' ' A computational procedure of considerable interest for recognizing stochasticity is that in which one follows the evolution of the distance between two initially very close points in phase space. In practice it can prove desirable to reduce the separation from time to time by a recorded factor whenever the separation becomes excessive during the computations, or, perhaps preferably, to evaluate the growth of an infinitesimal vector through use of the cumulative tangetialmapping matrix. A high degree of stochasticity can be ascribed to the behavior of the transformation if there are such vectors whose length generally grows beyond the first iteration by a factor greater than unity (while others may similarly contract). (Ref. 2a, p. 55 ; for examples, see Ref. 23 .) An analogous procedure --that can be more attractive, although possibly of a less direct basic significance -is an investigation of the growth of the eigenvalue(s) of the cumulative tangential mapping. Such eigenvalues can change sign repeatedly during the course of many interations, and hence will be seen to decrease from -19time to time, but an exponentially increasing trend in eigenvalue magnitude is likely to be associated with a similar type of increase for the lengths of the vectors mentioned previously. The nature of eigenvalue growth has been illustrated by Froeschle' for the transformation x n+l = *n cos a " ( y n" x n 2 ' sir ' a * 14a) 'n+1 = x sin a + (y -x ) cos a (14b)
The general characteristics of this transformation, expressed in variables such that the transformation has the symmetry of McMillan's form, is seen on Fig. 13 . On an expanded scale (X10), we see (Fig. 14) the sudden onset of erratic behavior as the starting values for the transformation are successively increased (in steps Ax = 0.0025, for y =0), and on a scale expanded by a further factor 100/6 we see (Fig. 15 ) the presence of a great deal of additional structure within a portion of this "stochastic" region. Associated with the tran sition to the stochastic region there appears to be a marked change in the manner of growth of ii = log(X | (linear, vs. n, in the stochastic case --indicative of an exponential trend for |X |) or of the "Cesaro 
